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EDITORIAL
ERIC MICHOUX, FOUNDER OF GALILÉ GROUP

“The ambition of Galilé group is to participate actively in the French
economical life, with its many profitable and long-lasting SMEs, organized in
a pragmatic mode of governance.
I have always been passionate about entrepreneurship, innovation,
challenges as well as the human approach of sharing and conveying
knowledge and skills. I have firmly believed in the countless assets of our
SMEs for more than 20 years, well before the media enhanced the “made
in France”. These reasons have encouraged me to abandon comfortable
positions in large businesses to create my own structure in 1997, taking over
Siem Services in Mâcon.
However, I would have never imagined myself managing an industrial group
operating internationally, composed of 16 companies and 400 employees in
2016. In my opinion, an industrial group cannot develop itself without favoring
its dynamic forces, meaning its employees. The human values: listening,
dialogue, sharing and solidarity prevail every day for every person, man and
woman to progress at their own rhythm within the Galilé group.
Furthermore, before targeting a company to take over, I recruit and choose the one that will manage it at an early stage.
The salaried managers of Galilé group are joint entrepreneurs and have interests in the share capital. This method allows
a managing director feeling limited in another company to find personal fulfillment in our group. If, with my experience as
a manager, I was to advise young entrepreneurs, I would recommend being ambitious, having an objective, a strategy, a
dashboard, a management mode and challenging oneself.
Moreover, to promote entrepreneurship in our country and to help young talents, I have created www.galile360.fr, a virtual
incubator, accompanied by an original company contest in a funding and mentoring mode 2.0”

Eric Michoux’s biography
2015: First edition of the Galilé 360° contest
(www.galile360.fr), collaborative platform in a mentoring
mode 2.0, open all year and connecting mentors, project
developers and “grandes écoles” (prestige university-level
college with competitive entrance examinations)
2014: Registered the Galilé group (Farman) for the
aeronautical project Des Ailes au Monde (Let’s give wings
to the world)
2014: Re-elected mayor of Epervans (Saône-et-Loire, 1 800
inhabitants)
2014: Deputy president for economy for the urban
community of Chalon-sur-Saône
2014: Named “Capitaine d’Industrie” (Captain of Industry)
by CCI France

2006: President of CJD Bourgogne
2003: Creation of the holding Galilé, an industrial group of
which he is the founding chairman
1997: First company acquisition with Siem Services in
Mâcon
1989 to 1997: In charge of the design department
and development and production department for the
company Bobard, a wine-making equipment company
from Burgundy
1984-1989: Research and development engineer for Allied
Signal Technologie company (Bendix)
1984: Graduated engineer - Institut Polytechnique des
Sciences Appliquées – Paris (Polytechnical Institute of
Applied Sciences)
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Trained as an engineer, Eric Michoux started his professional career in big groups before going into entrepreneurship in
Burgundy, a region he is deeply attached to.
With a truly communicative energy and a strong entrepreneurial willingness, Eric Michoux, founder and CEO of the Galilé
group has known how to bet on an industrial national pool of SMEs in the mid-eighties. To maintain the French unique knowhow, he has decided to invest every year taking over and buying new legendary companies. After his first acquisition of the
Siem Services Company in 1997, the Galilé holding was born in 2003.
Based in Alésia in Burgundy, the independent industrial group Galilé consists of 16 companies located throughout the
country and internationally. With 400 employees, the development of the group relies on 3 main activities (Industry, Energy
and Material Handling), benefiting from complementary expertise and working in synergy. With new acquisitions on a shortterm basis, Galilé counts on having 1 000 employees by 2018.
The Group prides itself on strong customer references: Alstom, Siemens, Areva, Airbus, EDF, Renault, Michelin, Sanofi-Aventis,
Cofely, CNIM, CEA, Cegelec, Sagem Défense, Sécurité, Arcelor Mittal, Bertin Technologies, Solvary, Vallourec, Mahindra &
Mahindra, Magna International…
With a 57M€ turnover in 2015, this mid-cap company claims successful corporate governance, where innovation, strategy,
objectives and dashboard analysis figure prominently. The managerial choice is to put people at the center of the group’s
concern, with intergenerational sharing of techniques and experiences, solidarity, listening and respect and more recently,
the expansion of gender balance in high positions within the group.
Captain of Industry aware of the challenges of globalization and competitiveness, Eric Michoux has launched and
successfully implemented the strategy « investment, innovation and international » of Galilé in the US, in England in Germany
and in China.
In order to promote the success of entrepreneurial ideas and reveal new talents, the group has launched
www.galile360.fr, a collaborative platform open all year. The first edition of the company creating contest took place
in 2006. It proposes to project developers and young managers to benefit from personalized funding and mentoring 2.0.
Original advantage for the winners: the funding for the young entrepreneur’s salary for 6 months and for the first employee of
an existing company for one year.The awards ceremony took place in Paris on February the 6th, 2016, with in particular Olivier
Dassault, Deputy of Oise region, Chairman of the supervisory board of Industrial group Marcel Dassault and Chairman of
Generation Entreprise-Entrepreneur Associés (GEEA : Company Generation-Associate Entrepreneurs), and representatives of
institutional partners of the contest.
Without the acquisition of the Farman company by Galilé in 2014, the crazy project Des Ailes au Monde (Let’s give wings
to the world) endowed with the label “Centenaire” (Centenary) could never have existed. To search for plans in the military
archives and to built the exact replica of the aircraft’s parts, the association Des Ailes au Monde, chaired by Jean-Claude
Boyer, Chief Executive of Farman has relied on the active participation of schools (Aeronautics). The F40 maiden flight is
planned in 2018 in Paris, preceded by several strong educational actions encouraging the duty of remembrance in France
between 2015 and 2018.
Alongside his duties as manager, Eric Michoux is involved in public life. Re-elected mayor of the city of Epervans, in 2014,
a small municipality of 1 800 inhabitants, in Saône-et-Loire department (Burgundy), he develops new projects to improve
the quality of life of his citizens, such as the creation of “Hameau étoilé” (“Starry hamlet”), a residential area of 15 homes for
seniors built around a communal kitchen, and the School of Future…
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An entrepreneurial pioneering vision, focused on developing the national industrial base
Already a great advocate of made in France in the nineties, Eric Michoux, CEO of Galilé group, has never accepted to see
the pearls of our national industries with unique know-how disappear. His intuition and analysis quickly led him to a realistic
observation: around 100 000 French companies (SMEs) should be taken over in the coming years. Born entrepreneur, this
engineer by training decides to become independent. He moved to Burgundy region betting on the acquisition of French
SMEs seeking potential buyers. First decisive company buyout in 1997: Siem Services, maintenance company for lift trucks, in
Mâcon (71), which is now part of the handling division of Galilé.

An established development strategy:
the acquisition of companies to maintain the French industrial heritage
Since 1997, always as passionate about the business world, Eric Michoux has acquired one to several companies a year.
In 2015, his strategy has been successful with 16 companies and 400 employees, via his holding Galilé, created in 2003.
Three distinct but complementary activities - Industry, Energy and Material Handling - hold the group together and allow its
worldwide presence on 4 continents.
Examples of significant purchase-acquisition: In 2004, CLM Industrie, a company from Dijon which had become very
promising in “made in France” complex mechanized welding in the nuclear domain. In 2009, Escofier, the last French cold
rolling manufacturer of machine tools, in Chalon-sur-Saône. And also, in 2013, Farman, one of the great specialist of robotized
installations located near Tours and the last company to join the group in december 2015, Corvaisier, French leader in
blowing mould.

The values of Galilé group: human capital, the base of success
The Galilé group wants, for each of its employees, the will to share and exchange experiences, skills, ethic and know-how.
So it supports: shared experience, tenacity, boldness, humility, and willingness to take action, vision of the future, optimism
and solidarity. For Eric Michoux, its CEO: “Solidarity is also the management of our teams, our vision of the future and the trust
we give our employees”.

A specific corporate governance
Within the Galilé Group, the corporate governance is defined as all the organs and rules for decisions, for information and
surveillance allowing the persons concerned in (or in partnership with) the company, to see their interests respected and
their voices heard.

The 7 governance ideas of Galilé group:
Ambition and objectives = Vision
Project and Strategy = Achieve your ambition
Commercial momentum and Competitive advantage = Guideline of the company
Action Plan
Management = Successful challenges, Cohesion
Dashboard = Reporting
Executive Committee = Confirms the decisions
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The ambitions of Galilé group in France and internationally

MANUSYSTEMS
PROVEA

M A INDUSTRIE
Saint-Étienne-lès-Remiremont (88)

FARMAN
CORVAISIER

Joué-les-Tours (37)
Larçay (37)

PEINTA
PI SYSTEM AUTOMATION

Alésia (21) Dijon (21)
Chalon-sur-Saône (71)

Vichy (03)
Romagnat (63)

CLM
ESCOFIER
SIEM SERVICES

Mâcon (71)

MANUSTRA
Lyon (69)
Valence (26)

VDM TECHNOLOGIES
B2M

Avignon (84)

COLOC PROVENCE
Vitrolles (13)

ESCOFIER GMBH
Sarrebruk in Germany

VIE
London in GB
Industry Division

ESCOFIER MTE
Hyderabad in India
Energy Division

ESCOFIER
Crystal Lake in US
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The key figures of Galilé group

Chronology of acquisitions of Galilé group

Revenue by business division

2015
2014

PEINTA (1971)
PI SYSTEM AUTOMATION
MANUSYSTEMS (1998)

2013

FARMAN

2012

ESCOFIER GMBH
ESCOFIER USA
VDM TECHNOLOGIES
ESCOFIER MTE

2010

CORVAISIER (1947)
M A INDUSTRIE (1982)
VIE ANGLETERRE

2011

(Creation Date)

25%
(1969)

50%
25%

(1908)

(1986)

Industry division

Energy division

COLOC PROVENCE (1971)

2009

ESCOFIER

2004

CLM (1995)
B2M (1974)

2002

MANUSTRA

2000

PROVEA

1997

Handling division

SIEM SERVICES

(1924)

WORKFORCE: 400 people in the group
Industry sector: 200 people
Energy sector: 100 people
Handling sector: 100 people
(1960)

INNNOVATION: 14% of the staff affected to R&D
EXPORT: group present on 4 continents
12 international languages within the teams

(1969)

(1981)
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THE 3 MAIN ACTIVITIES OF GALILÉ GROUP

In more than 10 years of existence, Galilé Group has created three activity divisions: Industry, Energy and Material
Handling. Among its more important clients: Alstom, Siemens, Areva, Airbus, EDF, Renault, Michelin, Sanofi-Aventis,
Cofely, CNIM, CEA, Cegelec, Sagem Défense, Sécurité, Arcelor Mittal, Bertin Technologies, Solvary,Vallourec, Mahindra
&Mahindra, Magna International, RATP, Schneider, Danone...

Eric MICHOUX

Jean-Claude BOYER

ESCOFIER GMBH
Sarrebruk

Renaud GAUDILLIERE

Eric MICHOUX

ESCOFIER MTE
Hyderabad

ESCOFIER - Chalon-sur-Saône (71)

ESCOFIER
Crystal Lake

CLM INDUSTRIE
Chevigny-Saint-Sauveur (21)

SIEM SERVICES - Mâcon (71)

PEINTA - Cusset (03)

B2M - Le Pontet (84)

FARMAN - Joué-les-Tours (37)

VIE
Londres
PI SYSTEM AUTOMATION
Romagnat (63)

COLOC PROVENCE - Vitrolles (13)

PROVEA - Venarey-les-Laumes (21)
MANUSTRA - Taluyers (69)

MANUSYSTEMS
Venarey-les-Laumes (21)

VDM TECHNOLOGIES
Saint-Marcel-lès-Valence (26)

M A INDUSTRIE
Saint-Étienne-lès-Remiremont (88)

CORVAISIER - Larçay (37)
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